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Abstract—DO-331 is the supplement of DO-178C for model-based development. DO-331 is an objective-based guidance, which defines a set of objectives that have to be achieved for the model-based development of aeronautical software. The guidance also recommends the evidence in terms of activities and work products that should respectively be carried out and produced to meet the objectives. To explain why the evidence collected supports the claims concerning objectives achievement, manufacturers could adopt a safety case-based approach. Fail-SafeMBT is an academic, recently proposed, and potentially innovative model-based testing process, which needs compelling arguments to be adopted for the development of aeronautical software. To reduce the gap between industrial settings and academic settings, in this paper, we adopt the safety case-based approach and we explain how to semi-automatically derive means for compliance, aimed at arguing Fail-SafeMBT’s compliance. Our focus is limited to the Verification Planning Process and we contribute to partially justify the adequacy of Fail-SafeMBT to act as process evidence by creating fragments of compelling arguments. To do that, we first manually check if Fail-SafeMBT includes DO-178C/DO-331-compliant process elements, then we model Fail-SafeMBT in compliance with Software Process Engineering Meta-model 2.0, then, we derive process-based arguments from the Fail-SafeMBT process model by using MDSafeCer, the recently introduced Model Driven Safety Certification method. By doing so, we provide a threefold contribution: we pioneer the interpretation of DO-331 in academic settings, we validate MDSafeCer in the avionics domain and we strengthen Fail-SafeMBT by providing suggestions aimed at increasing its maturity level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Manufacturers of aircraft shall justify via an implicit safety case [1] that the software performs its intended function with a level of confidence in safety that complies with airworthiness requirements. Such implicit safety case is known as Plan for software aspects of certification during the planning phase (preliminary safety case) and as Software accomplishment summary containing compliance substantiation via software life cycle data during the implementation phase (operational safety case).

The software life-cycle data used for means for compliance derive from the planning of the all the needed processes, including the verification process. According to DO-178C [2]/DO-331 [3], this process consists of a set of activities that are selected and ordered in order to meet the expected objectives. Besides a set of ordered activities, the verification process also consists of other relevant process elements: the verification methods, the verification results, the organizational responsibilities, and the qualification of the tools used, if any.

To make the implicit safety case explicit and thus to accelerate the certification process, it is of utmost importance to be able to explain why, a certain verification process is deemed adequate to meet the expected objectives.

MDSafeCer [4] is a recently introduced Model Driven Safety Certification method, which adopts model-driven engineering principles to automate the generation of process certification artefacts. More specifically, via MDSafeCer, process models compliant with SPEM (Software Process Engineering Meta-model) 2.0 [5] are transformed into argumentation models compliant with SACM (Structured Assurance Case Metamodel) [6] and presented via GSN (Goal Structuring Notation) [7]-goal structures.

The recently proposed systematic fail-safe model-based testing process (see [8] and [9]), called in this paper Fail-SafeMBT, is a potentially innovative end-to-end testing process targeting testing of mitigation behaviour. In the presence of compelling arguments concerning its adequacy as verification process evidence, this end-to-end testing process could support the safety claims within the required safety case. In this paper, we contribute to partially justify the adequacy of Fail-SafeMBT to act as process evidence. To do that, we first manually check if this testing process includes DO-178 C/DO-331 compliant process elements, then we model it in compliance with SPEM 2.0, then, we derive means for compliance from the Fail-SafeMBT-related process model by using MDSafeCer. By doing so, we provide a threefold contribution: we pioneer the interpretation of DO-331 in academic settings, we validate MDSafeCer in the avionics domain and we strengthen Fail-SafeMBT by providing suggestions aimed at increasing its maturity level.

II. BACKGROUND

This section recalls the essential background on which the presented work is based.

A. Fail-SafeMBT

Model-based testing (MBT) is a testing technique that uses a model that describes a system under test (SUT) to produce test
cases. Fail-SafeMBT is an end-to-end MBT process aimed at increasing robustness. Fail-SafeMBT consists of two-phases.

The first phase uses fault trees (FTs) and a behavioral model (BM), specified using Communicating Extended Finite State Machines (CEFSM) to ascertain and test that failures, as specified in the fault tree, can actually occur and what tests steps and procedures must be created to make these failures happen. This, first phase, in essence, integrates FT and BM into an Integrated Communicating Extended Finite State Machine and then uses this integrated model to generate test cases based on test criteria (IC) that lead to failures. It also determines in which behavioral states they can occur. The result is a failure applicability matrix.

The second phase takes in input this information and the required safety mitigation requirements. It builds mitigation models and creates test cases for them. It determines failure scenarios based on systematic scenario failure coverage criteria and builds failure mitigation tests for them to systematically determine which failures needs to be tested and what the expected mitigation results are to be. These tests can be created early in the development lifecycle as they are based on functional (black box) models.

For sake of clarity, it should be noted that Fail-SafeMBT has not been applied in the avionics domain yet. Concerning its level of maturity, it should be observed that in terms of motivation and definition, Fail-SafeMBT is fairly mature. However, in terms of validation as well as measurement, it is still in its embryo stage. A true validation in industrial settings has not yet been carried out. Thus, no compelling arguments can be derived from process models pertaining its execution in compliance with DO-178C/DO-331.

B. DO-178C & DO-331

DO-178C provides guidance for the development of software for airborne systems and equipment. Associated to DO-178C, there are specific supplements which have to be used in case of, for instance, specific development methods are used. DO-331 is to be used in case model-driven engineering approaches are used. DO-331 indicates the modifications and additions to DO-178C.

The purpose of DO-178C together with its supplements is to guarantee a level of confidence in the correct functioning of the software developed in compliance with airworthiness requirements. To do that, it provides a series of processes characterized by a set of objectives, activities and expected deliverables. These processes address the different phases of the entire software life-cycle, including the planning. The planning entails the provision of a series of plans, which have to be approved by the certification body during the first interaction between the applicant and the certification body itself. Once the plans are approved, the applicant can start the real development consisting of the execution of the plans.

Among the expected deliverables of the process planning we have: software development plan (SDP), software verification plan (SVP), and Plan for Software Aspects of Certification (PSAC). In the context of this paper we will focus on these three deliverables. SDP is a plan, which provides a detailed description concerning how the software should be developed. More specifically, SDP includes: a) the identification of software model standards, whose definition be provided according to MB.11.23 of DO-331; b) the software life-cycles; and c) the software development environment.

SVP is a plan that provides detailed description concerning what the applicant intends to do to satisfy the verification process planning objectives. Section MB11.3 of DO-331, indicates that SVP shall include information concerning: a) Organizational responsibilities; b) Independence; c) Verification methods (testing methods, including the method for selecting test cases, the test procedures to be used, and the test data to be produced.).

SDP and SVP provide additional information with respect to the one already included within PSAC, which, as stated in [7], serves as the primary means for communicating the proposed development methods to the certification authority for agreement and defines the means of compliance with DO-178C/DO-331. PSAC includes the software life-cycle, the software life-cycle data, plus various other items that are not in focus in this paper. PSAC, together with other plans (SDP and SVP), is aimed at gaining agreement on the means of compliance through approval of the plans.

C. Process Modeling

Based on our previous work on process modeling [10] and process-based model-based certification [10-13], this background section recalls basic information on SPEM 2.0. SPEM2.0 is the OMG’s standard for systems and software process modelling. SPEM 2.0 supports the definition of reusable process content, i.e., work definition elements (e.g., tasks, etc.) as well as elements representing: who is responsible for the work (roles), how the work should be performed (guidance), what should be expected as in/output (work-products) and which tool should be used to perform the work. In Fig. 1, we recall a subset of SPEM 2.0 modelling elements, which are interrelated in this paper to model static process structures.

![Fig. 1. Subset of SPEM2.0 Icons](image329x279 to 566x317)

D. MDSafeCer

Based on our previous work (see [4] and [14]), this background section recalls basic information on MDSafeCer. MDSafeCer is a method that adopts MDE principles to enable the semi-automatic generation of composable process-based argument-fragments within safety cases. Via MDSafeCer, process models compliant with a process modeling language meta-model (e.g., SPEM 2.0) are transformed into argumentation models compliant with SACM and presented via for instance GSN-goal structures. MDSafeCer generates process arguments based on the argumentation pattern given in [14]. The pattern can be instantiated either during the planning phase (preliminary safety case) or during the execution phase (operational safety case). The instantiated pattern at the planning phase is constituted of a top level claim stating that the planned
process is in compliance with the required standard-level. This claim can be decomposed by showing that all the process activities have been planned and that in turn for each activity all the tasks have been planned and so on until an atomic process-related work-definition unit is reached.

E. GSN

Based on our previous work on safety case building [15], this background section recalls basic information on GSN. GSN is a graphical notation, which permits users to structure their safety case-argumentation into flat or hierarchically nested graphs (constituted of a set of nodes and a set of edges), called goal structures. To make the paper self-contained, in Fig. 2, we recall a subset of the GSN concrete syntax used in this paper. As Fig. 2, borrowed from [15] shows, all the nodes are characterized by an identifier (ID) and a statement, which is supposed to be written in natural language.

We recall that a Goal represents a claim about the system; a Strategy represents a method that is used to decompose a goal into sub goals; a Solution represents the evidence that a particular goal has been achieved; a Context represents the domain or scope in which a goal, evidence or strategy is given; Supported by represents an inferential (inference between goals) or evidential (link between a goal and the evidence used to substantiate it) relationship. Finally, In context of represents a contextual relationship. Note that an undeveloped goal, which is intentionally left undeveloped in the argument, is depicted as a goal decorated with a hollow-diamond ‘undeveloped entity’ symbol at the centre-bottom [7].

![Fig. 2. Partial Concrete Syntax of GSN](image)

We illustrate the GSN concrete syntax used in this paper.

Fig. 2. Partial Concrete Syntax of GSN

III. COLLECTING AND MODELING ELEMENTS OF COMPLIANCE

In this section we proceed in a similar way as we did in a previous work (see [12] and [14]) related to the exploitation of MDSafeCer for deriving safety case arguments in the railways domain. Thus, first of all, we collect and model elements of compliance since to partly act as means for compliance, needed for process verification planning, Fail-SafeMBT must be the result of the selection and composition of process elements that can be considered compliant with respect to Objective 1 (“The activities of the software life cycle processes are defined.”), listed within Table MB.A-1 “Software Planning Process”, in DO-331.

Fail-SafeMBT is a process to be used during the verification process for testing mitigation behavior. Thus, first, its definition should be aligned with the Software Verification Planning Process. As recalled in the background, according to DO-331 (Section 11-3), the SVP should define the appropriate roles, the appropriate work to be executed (broken down in terms of activities/tasks), the independence of the work, the specific guidelines, the expected work products to be consumed and produced. Moreover, according to DO-331, the model standards used in the SVP, should be defined in the SDP. Since, as recalled in background, Fail-SafeMBT contains some of the required elements, its compliance can be partially argued about. More specifically, the following list highlights the process elements that meet to some extent the DO-331 requirements: the phases that compose Fail-SafeMBT can be considered aligned with the Software Verification Planning Process. However, not all the required tasks are included in Fail-SafeMBT. This means that a company should be aware about what else should be performed.

Similarly to what we identified in a previous work [14] concerning possible compliance of academic-presented processes/methods, also in the case of Fail-SafeMBT, we identify that to enable its usage in real settings, its presentation should be enhanced and its alignment clearly made explicit. More specifically, all input/output work products should be specified and aligned with DO-331. Roles and their responsibility should be defined. Independence related to the expected activities should be defined. Tools (and more generally the verification environment) should be indicated as well as the rational and adequate justification in terms of their quality should be provided. Concerning stringency, which varies according to the criticality level, it should be emphasized.

Concerning the model standards, their definition and motivation is given (for details see [7-8]); however, the given definition and motivation does not meet all the requirements provided in MB.11.23. For instance, it is not clear at which abstraction level Fail-SafeMBT is applied. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we illustrate the SPEM 2.0 models representing the augmented Fail-SafeMBT tasks.

By construction, these augmented Fail-SafeMBT tasks contain process elements that are to some extent in compliance with DO-331. To explain this compliance, in the following section we derive process-based arguments and we document them in GSN. Besides the enhancement of the presentation, to satisfy all the DO-331, Fail-SafeMBT should, however, be further developed or combined with another methodology offering complementary support. Thus, given the awareness developed thanks to the performed gap analysis, we also indicate the undeveloped goals.

![Fig. 3. Fail-SafeMBT's Phase-1 in SPEM2.0](image)
IV. DERIVING VERIFICATION-RELATED MEANS OF COMPLIANCE

In this section, we derive means for compliance. More specifically, we derive a process-based argument for arguing about Fail-SafeMBT compliance with DO-331. Our derived argument given in GSN argues that Fail-SafeMBT is partially compliant with the DO-331 requirements related to the software development and verification planning processes. As previously done, to derive such argument, based on the pattern incorporated by MDSafeCer, we proceed compositionally and from the process models given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, by using MDSafeCer, we first derive sub-arguments that argue about compliance at phase level (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Then, such arguments could be further developed to indicate the missing evidence (e.g., the missing work products). Finally, to argue about compliance at the process level, we compose sub-arguments as indicated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

As Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show, several goals require to be further developed. The generation of undeveloped goals is due to the presence of “undeveloped” in the text-field description of the process elements depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Given the unsatisfactory provision of information pertaining to the definition and the rationale of important process elements, the arguments remain unfounded. The generation of unfounded arguments does not mean that Fail-SafeMBT is unfounded. It simply means that given its still low maturity in terms of documentation, its usage in the context of industrial safety-critical systems is discouraged. At the same time, further development is encouraged. Fail-SafeMBT needs to be better documented and motivated as well as further applied to produce the needed evidence.
show that Fail-SafeMBT can be partly used as testing-planning-related evidence within a safety case. More specifically, we have focused on specific portions of the DO-178C/D331 documents related to verification process compliance and we have argued by using GSN about compliance with DO-331-related verification process planning.

In the future, to achieve a full compelling process argument, we will further develop Fail-SafeMBT according to the findings. Ideally, all undeveloped goals should be replaced by well-founded and explained goals. Once the Fail-SafeMBT’s maturity in terms of documentation is increased, we will apply it to test the mitigation behavior of aeronautical software. Then, based on the data coming from the execution of Fail-SafeMBT, we will derive also compliance substantiation data, i.e. we will derive arguments to be included in the operational safety case showing that the objectives related to the Verification of the Verification Process Results are met.
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